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18 October 2023 

Sensory maps launch at five more Stockland retail 
centres 

Stockland is improving accessibility across a further five town centres with the launch of the 
second stage of its sensory map roll-out at Townsville, Rockhampton, Hervey Bay, Burleigh 
Heads in Queensland, and Glendale in New South Wales. 
 
Developed alongside Autism Spectrum Australia (Aspect), sensory maps are a simple way to 
identify areas where there are potentially overwhelming sensory experiences and suggest where 
to find quieter, calmer areas. They give customers with sensory processing differences an 
opportunity to plan ahead before visiting new environments, allowing them to better navigate 
different levels of sensitivity across sound, lighting, smell and noise. 
 
Stockland is the first property company to create sensory maps for its town centres in Australia. 
They are now available at 11 of Stockland’s town centres nationally, with the first maps made 
available to customers at Stockland’s centres in Shellharbour, Merrylands, Green Hills, Wetherill 
Park, Point Cook, and Wendouree.  
 
Stockland’s Executive General Manager, Town Centres, Michelle Abbey said feedback from the 
first stage of sensory maps has been positive in helping many customers plan their journey 
through the centre.  
 
“We understand that a number of our customers either live with or care for someone with sensory 
differences. Our work with Aspect over the past few years has allowed us to better understand 
how we can support our customers and, following the success of our first launch, we know that 
these maps have played a huge role in making the planning of shopping journeys much easier,” 
said Ms Abbey. 
 
“We’re proud to continue making our centres more accessible and inclusive, where people of all 
backgrounds and abilities can come together to play, work, shop and socialise. We look forward 
to rolling out sensory maps across all centres over the next few years.” 
 
According to Aspect, it’s estimated that there are 1 in 70 people in Australia are on the autism 
spectrum and have sensory differences. 
  
Aspect’s Chief Executive Officer, Jacqui Borland said these new sensory maps are a testament 
to Stockland’s shared commitment to inclusion and understanding.  

https://www.stockland.com.au/media-centre/media-releases/stockland-improves-accessibility-at-retail-town-centres-with-sensory-maps
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“Shopping centres can be busy, noisy, and bright, all of which can be stressful and overwhelming 
for some people on the autism spectrum,” said Ms Borland.  
 
“The sensory maps developed with Aspect Autism Friendly as one part of a comprehensive 
model give customers sensory information about what to expect, reducing anxiety and supporting 
coping. We are proud to be working with Stockland and we encourage shops to join us in our 
mission to make Australia autism friendly.” 
 
The Sensory Maps are available under the Services tab on the individual centre websites. 

• Stockland Townsville 
• Stockland Rockhampton 
• Stockland Hervey Bay 
• Stockland Burleigh Heads 
• Stockland Glendale 
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Stockland (ASX:SGP) 
We are a leading creator and curator of connected communities with people at the heart of the places we create. For more than 
70 years, we have built a proud legacy, helping more Australians achieve the dream of home ownership, and enabling the future 
of work and retail. Today, we continue to build on our history as one of Australia’s largest diversified property groups to elevate 
the social value of our places, and create a tangible sense of human connection, belonging and community for our customers. 
We own, fund, develop and manage one of Australia’s largest portfolios of residential and land lease communities, retail town 
centres, and workplace and logistics assets. Our approach is distinctive, bringing a unique combination of development expertise, 
scale, deep customer insight, and diverse talent - with care in everything we do. We are committed to contributing to the 
economic prosperity of Australia and the wellbeing of our communities and our planet. 

https://www.stockland.com.au/shopping-centres/centres/stockland-townsville/offers-and-events/news/2023/sensory-shopping-guide
https://www.stockland.com.au/%7E/media/shopping-centre/stockland-rockhampton/offers-and-events/news/2023/133827_rockhampton_sensory-map_a3_mr.ashx?la=en
https://www.stockland.com.au/%7E/media/shopping-centre/stockland-hervey-bay/offers-and-events/news/2023/133825_herveybay_sensory-map_a3_mr.ashx?la=en
https://www.stockland.com.au/shopping-centres/centres/stockland-burleigh-heads/offers-and-events/news/2023/sensory-shopping-guide
https://www.stockland.com.au/shopping-centres/centres/stockland-glendale/offers-and-events/news/2023/08/15/04/05/sensory-shopping-guide
mailto:Samantha.Wong@stockland.com.au

